and buried in the back of your bottom desk drawer. It contains useful and vital information for servicing the topdresser, says Glenn Musser, product manager for Mill Creek Products. Important monthly and annual maintenance functions that need to be performed are addressed in the manual, such as greasing a unit according to the manufacturer's recommendations, Musser adds.

It might be necessary to remove safety guards or shields to properly service or maintain all areas of the machine, Mason says. "Remember, sand has a way of finding its way into many areas, so be thorough. Keep the fittings clean and use safety caps to prevent sand or other contaminants from getting into or on hydraulic connections or into the hydraulic system," he adds.

On older topdressers, Dufault advises mechanics and superintendents to perform occasional but thorough inspections to make sure wheel bearings are packed properly and that hoses are in good shape and functioning properly, among other things.

Floor belts should also be inspected. "Most floor belts need to be tracked to prevent the floor belt from moving too far from one side or the other," Mason says. "Inspect the floor belt before or after each use and make tracking adjustments as necessary. Also make sure to replace any worn or missing inner floor-belt seals."

Musser advises mechanics and superintendents to purchase replacement parts, such as chains and sprockets, from the original manufacturers. If the topdresser is hydraulically driven, Kinkead stresses the importance of changing the filter in accordance with its hours of use. "If you don't replace the filter, you could decrease its power or cause it to run a lot hotter," he adds.

Take it easy
Maintenance goes hand-in-hand with operation, Dufault says. A worker doesn't want to drive a topdressing into the ground by running it recklessly. Dufault notes he's seen careless operators roll topdressers into bunkers because they drove the machines too close to the hazards.

"People blame [the accidents] on the equipment, but most happen because of operator error," he says. "What wrecks topdressers the most are inexperienced operators. They do things they shouldn't be doing with the machines. An [inexperienced operator] can do more damage to a machine in five minutes than a superintendent can do in 10 years." •

---

The U.S. Golf Hole Target System
"The Best Golf Holes in the World!"

- The spectacular golf hole visibility speeds up play.
- U.S. Patented Targets prevent desiccation & erosion.
- Targets are proven to not affect play.
- Targets seal in moisture around the golf hole.
- Targets are inexpensive and install fast and easy.
- Targets work great on practice putting greens.
- USGA approves for "Official USGA Handicaps" the golf scores made on courses using U.S. Golf Hole Targets.

Order direct or through your distributor:
U.S. Golf Hole Target, Inc.
P.O. Box 9985 • The Woodlands, Texas 77387
Call Toll-Free: (800) 256-7400
Fax: (281) 292-1781
website: www.USGHT@RBrowneAssoc.com

Golfers deserve the best golf holes in the world and they are golf holes with "Targets" in them... Dave Pelz

With all this beauty, why have ugly golf holes?
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Genetic Resistance Aids Fight Against Dollar Spot

BY DAVID A. RICKARD

Tim Christ, superintendent at Metedeconk National GC in Jackson, N.J., says that dollar spot is so bad in his area that superintendents have been hammered by the disease. But Christ doesn’t lose any sleep over dollar spot on his bentgrass tees, greens and fairways that comprise 27 holes of golf at his course. He saves an average of three to four fairway sprays for dollar-spot control each year because he’s planted turf that genetically resists the disease.

It’s no secret that the causal agent of dollar spot, the fungus Sclerotinia homoeocarpa, can be a real headache on creeping bentgrass greens and fairways. Some superintendents describe the Northeastern quadrant of the United States as a dollar-spot factory. Since environmental restrictions limit the amount of pesticides superintendents in the region can use, using genetically resistant turf against dollar spot makes sense.

The choice

The elements comprising the classic disease triangle — host plant, pathogen and environment — collectively influence disease incidence, severity and duration. All three factors must be considered in making smart-disease management choices.

Trying to force the pathogen and the environment to help the cause is not easy. There’s always going to be fungal inoculum, and the weather inevitably favors the disease for some part of the season. So it falls to superintendents to work on the only side of the triangle they have any control over — the choice of turfgrass.

To see how genetic resistance to disease may be an answer to the problem, note that data generated each year in the National Turfgrass Evaluation Program (NTEP) tests show some creeping bentgrass varieties can take on dollar spot and thrive. The two varieties that finished No. 1 and No. 2, respectively, in the 2001 ratings of the National Bentgrass Test—1998—Putting Green for “turfgrass quality of bentgrass cultivars grown on greens at three locations without fungicides” were L-93 from Jacklin Seed and Penn A-2 from Tee-2-Green. In addition to providing good overall quality, their performance at various dollar spot locations in 2001 tells the story of how inherent disease resistance pays off.

At Rutgers University, researchers tested eight bentgrass varieties under field conditions for their susceptibility to major diseases. Two cutting heights and two nitrogen regimens were included. Creeping bentgrass varieties Penn G-2 and L-93 were least susceptible to dollar spot under most nitrogen and cutting height treatments, and required the fewest fungicide applications to control the disease.

In 1996, Texas A&M conducted a study on creeping bentgrass to evaluate the extent of dollar spot control conferred on a blend of varieties with different levels of resistance. Its data on monostands of these different cultivars tells an interesting story, clearly showing how disease resistance affects both the occurrence and degree of dollar spot infection.

Christ’s secret to success was to combine genetic resistance with judicious chemical applications to fight dollar spot. Christ reviewed data from the 1994-1997 NTEP trials and took recommendations from researchers who have tested many Agrostis varieties under severe dollar spot pressure. Christ selected L-93 from among several good options, mainly because of its consistent dollar spot resistance.

Jim Kelley, president of Evergreen Turf, a golf course management, consulting, construction and renovation company, is another proponent of the genetic resistance approach to managing dollar spot. He seeded all 18 greens at Patriot’s Glen GC in Elkton, Md., with a dollar spot-resistant bent (L-93) in May-June 2001. Fairways and tees were a Kentucky bluegrass mixture. “The greens have been problem-free ever since seeding,” Kelley says.

Superintendents like Christ, Kelley and Berry find it pays to combine the edge they receive from genetic resistance with timely chemical controls. Recent research studies tend to agree.

Rickard is a consultant and expert in research and development of plant protection technologies and cultivar interactions.
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As a young man, Norton was a terrific golfer. But at 26 he decided to become a priest, and joined a rather peculiar Order. He took the usual vows of poverty and chastity, but this Order also required him to give up golf. Forever. Difficult as this was for Norton, he agreed and was finally ordained.

One Sunday morning the Reverend Father Norton woke up and, seeing it was an exceptionally beautiful, sunny spring day, decided he just had to play golf. He told the Associate Pastor he was feeling ill and convinced him to say Mass that morning. Then Father Norton headed out of town to a golf course about forty miles away, so he wouldn't accidentally meet any of his parishioners. Setting up on the first tee, he was all alone. After all, everyone else was in church!

About this time, St. Peter leaned over to the Lord while looking down from the heavens and exclaimed, "You're not going to let him get away with this, are you?"

The Lord sighed and said, "I guess not."

Just then, Father Norton hit the ball. It shot straight toward the pin, dropped just short, rolled up and fell into the hole. IT WAS A 420-YARD HOLE IN ONE!

St. Peter was astonished. He looked at the Lord and asked, "Why did you let him do that?"

The Lord smiled and replied, "Who's he going to tell?"
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CUSTOM REPRINTS

Reprints are highly effective when used to:
• Develop direct-mail campaigns
• Provide product/service literature
• Create trade show distribution materials
• Present information at conferences and seminars

Extend your coverage to your website. Custom reprint packages include an E-Print of the same article to post on your website.

For rates and schedules, call Laura Cieker: 800-225-4569, 811-3270, or 440-891-2670 Email: mnagy@advanstar.com

FINALLY, an effective and inexpensive method to remove aerator cores and deep verticutting debris!

• Quickly attaches to most walking greens mowers
• Debris removal as simple as mowing greens
• Unique flotation device follows ground contours
• Stainless steel construction for long life
• Reduces labor and clean up time
• Developed by a golf course superintendent

Contact: CH Manufacturing
479-502-7071 • 479-872-2430
or visit us online at www.corehog.com

Tired of picking up trash that has blown out of golf cars?
Visit www.Pitch-In-Wedge.com or Phone 770-967-2277

LOOKING FOR CUSTOMERS?
We're Looking to Bring Them to You!

Advertise in Golfdom! For rates and schedules, call Laura Cieker: 800-225-4569, x2744 or 440-891-2744 Email: mnagy@advanstar.com
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Out of Bounds

BOATS, ETC.

There exist those souls who claim the biggest barrier to waterskiing remains those 20 extra pounds, a pronounced lack of balance and a distinct inability to use their shoulder "muscles" for anything more strenuous than waving. Granted, an exercise regime change may be in order for some hardcore aqua-shredding, but the integral piece of fun in the sun (and water) remains a boat — and a big one.

If you have ever set foot in a boat shop, you know that watercraft are serious business. Boats are now financed much like cars. In fact, some cost as much as a luxury car with all the bells and whistles.

If you are going to take the plunge and drop $8,500 for a used entry-level ski boat or shell out $17,000 to $20,000 for a nice family deck boat, you first need to make sure you'll use the darn thing at least once a week.

Beyond that are several factors to think about before you pop for a new or used boat. So as we always say, do your homework — and lots of it — before you sign on the dotted line. Here exist those souls who claim the biggest barrier to waterskiing remains those 20 extra pounds, a pronounced lack of balance and a distinct inability to use their shoulder "muscles" for anything more strenuous than waving. Granted, an exercise regime change may be in order for some hardcore aqua-shredding, but the integral piece of fun in the sun (and water) remains a boat — and a big one.
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If you have ever set foot in a boat shop, you know that watercraft are serious business. Boats are now financed much like cars. In fact, some cost as much as a luxury car with all the bells and whistles.
SOME WETTING AGENTS ARE ALL TALK.

CASCADE™ PLUS IS ALL RESULTS.

(And we have the research to prove it!)

When it comes to product performance, some wetting agents have a lot to say but nothing to back it up. Then there's Cascade Plus, scientifically proven to deliver real results. Cascade Plus will give you firmer, faster playing surfaces, deeper healthier root systems, improved stress tolerance and better drought resistance. In fact, independent university research shows that untreated hydrophobic soils required more than twice as much irrigation to reach volumetric water content levels as soil treated with Cascade Plus.

You'll enjoy more efficient irrigation and enhanced water management, with better water infiltration. And you'll see a noticeable reduction in the effects of localized dry spot. Altogether, with Cascade Plus you'll get longer-lasting improvements in turf color and quality with excellent pre-stress conditioning. And that's really something to talk about.

Call 800-323-6280 for more information or to request a copy of the research that proves Cascade Plus is everything we say it is.